Can your Business afford the flu?

COMMIT EARLY TO ENSURE VACCINE STOCK IS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR WORKPLACE
CLINIC
WORKPLACE VACCINATION IS A SMART INVESTMENT - Say goodbye to flu in your workplace, with a corporate flu vaccination program. Enjoy a corporate discount for flu shots


A flu-infected employee may be absent for four to six days.



Flu could impair a worker’s performance by about 20–40% which is comparable to the effect
of alcohol consumption



Flu is highly contagious. As one employee after another falls ill, the impact on your business
may linger for weeks.

How the service works:
We come to your business and provide
employees with a Flu Vaccination



Flu may have a significant economic impact on your business.



Healthy employees vaccinated against the flu take nearly half the number of sick days and

We provide
 Fluvax brochures and other promotional

nearly half the number of doctor’s visits for upper respiratory illnesses, compared to

material (including posters) to advertise the

unvaccinated workers

date, time and site of the clinics if required


Your Investment
$30+gst for employees, larger groups will have discount
rates.

Information sheets

$30

+GST

NOTE: $300+gst minimum call out fee (includes x10 people)

Scheduling and operating hours
We are available during your work hours for your convenience.
COMMIT EARLY TO ENSURE VACCINE STOCK IS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR WORKPLACE
Please complete the form online (https://call-the-doctor.com.au/flu-vaccine-ctd-form/ ) or email
back number of staff requiring flu vaccinations.

consent forms and Consumer Medical



all clinical supplies to safely and
professionally administer the vaccine



safety equipment in case of emergency



sharps containers and disposal



and of course a lollipop for each
employee vaccinated!

Help protect others and meet
corporate responsibility goals




The benefits of workplace vaccination



Increased productivity

extend beyond helping protecting the



Reduced absenteeism among workers

health of vaccinated employees



Fewer lost work days due to influenza-

It also helps prevent flu spreading to
other staff and to clients

About Us
We believe prevention is better than cure,
and as such patient care is our highest
priority.
We work with Call The Doctor to ensure we
use highly trained Doctors to administer Flu
Vaccinations to your staff on site. This leads to
minimal disruptions to your workplace so
productivity is not affected.
We
specialise
in
onsite
workplace
flu vaccination services, delivering a fully
managed and coordinated program to your
workplace at a time convenient to you for
competitive prices.
Our flu vaccination clinics are conducted by
qualified and experienced registered Doctors
and we use the Australian manufactured CSL
vaccine (Fluvax).
Our clinicians will carry all the required
equipment and are trained to carry out
emergency procedures. Our Doctors always
work within the current vaccine storage guidelines and carry the NHMRC Australian
Immunisation Handbook.



Flu Vax in the workplace can result
in:

like illness


Fewer days with reduced productivity.

Purchasing an Australian-made
vaccine helps support other



Australian businesses

Call The Doctor

We are a Hobart locally owned and

ABN: 38 609 448 008

operated company.

Contact: 0488 911 199

